
Agenda Item No. 8 
 

East Chatteris Strategic Allocation – Broad Concept Plan  
 

Application Number: Not applicable 
 
Parish/Ward: Chatteris Town Council 
 
Proposal:  A Broad Concept Plan for East Chatteris Strategic Allocation  
 
Location:  East of Wenny Road, Chatteris 
 
Reason before Committee:  Fenland District Council is seeking approval in 
principle for a Broad Concept Plan for East Chatteris.  Local Plan Policy LP7 
(Urban Extensions) includes provision for Planning Committee to give ‘in 
principle’ approval to a Broad Concept Plan which both parties would expect 
subsequent planning applications to adhere to. 
 
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY/RECOMMENDATION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Introduction and purpose of the paper 
 
 
The purpose of this paper is to present the Broad Concept Plan for East 
Chatteris Strategic Allocation as set out in Policy LP7 of the Fenland Local Plan 
2014.  This Paper is being presented to Planning Committee with a 
recommendation to approve the Broad Concept Plan. 
 
The Broad Concept Plan approach is introduced and set out in Policy LP7 - 
Urban Extensions of the Fenland Local Plan and requires both allocated sites 
and broad locations for growth sites to be planned and implemented in a 
coordinated way through an agreed overarching Plan.   
 
Such a Plan is expected to be prepared with Fenland District Council for the 
whole of an urban extension area and needs to have the support of landowners 
and key stakeholders.  Policy LP7 requires that this approach is linked to the 
key infrastructure needs for each urban extension site. 
 

Broad Concept Plans (BCP) have been introduced through Policy LP7 of 
the Fenland Local Plan 2014 to ensure that the large urban extensions are 
planned and implemented in a coordinated way. 
 
For the last 2 years a team of representatives including local authority 
officers and developers/landowners and their agents have been meeting 
together to develop a Broad Concept Plan for East Chatteris.  The Broad 
Concept Plan has been produced by the team and is supported by the 
relevant evidence base as appropriate. 
 
The Broad Concept Plan sets out proposals for residential development on 
26 hectares of land providing for potentially up to 350 dwellings on the site 
together with associated infrastructure, open space and drainage. 
 
The Broad Concept Plan is consistent with the requirements of Policy LP10 
(East Chatteris) of the Fenland Local Plan 2014.  The proposal is also 
considered to comply with the relevant policies and should be supported. 



3. Background – Developing a Broad Concept Plan for East Chatteris 
 
Since early 2015 a development team has been meeting to develop the BCP 
for this site.  These meetings were established because there was a willingness 
from the local authority, landowners and their representatives to want to work 
together to deliver the East Chatteris development in line with the Local Plan 
policy.  
 

4. Land Ownership 
 
The site is currently in the ownership of five parties including Fenland District 
Council. A copy of the ownership plan is at Appendix 2. A landowners’ 
(equalisation) agreement for development of the site has been in existence for 
some years with Cannon Kirk being the main party responsible for funding the 
background studies, public consultation event and working with the Council’s 
planning department to agree the final BCP.  Indications to date are that 
Cannon Kirk will be seeking to submit a planning application for consideration in 
the near future. 
 

5. EAST CHATTERIS SITE DESCRIPTION 
 

5.1 
 
 

The East Chatteris strategic allocation site is defined in Policy LP10 of the 
Fenland Local Plan 2014 and includes 26 hectares of land which lies to the east 
and north of Wenny Road and west of the A142. On the northern edge the site 
is bounded by residential dwellings and an existing recreation ground.  Along 
the western boundary of the site lie several listed structures which are close to 
an area of archaeological importance.  To the south of the site are further 
residential dwellings and to the east is the A142. 
 
Policy LP10 requires the development of the site to be carried out in 
accordance with the following extract from the Local Plan: 
 
East Chatteris (strategic allocation):  This area is identified on the Policies 
Map and it is expected will be predominantly a mix of open space and a high 
quality, relatively low density, residential area (around 300 dwellings).  A 
substantial part of the historic former park and garden of the Manor House 
should be retained as informal open space as a focus for the community, and 
opportunities should be taken to link to the Recreation Ground.  The most 
significant archaeological assets will be retained in situ and managed either for 
informal open space or by other means that will preserve their integrity in the 
long term.  The Birch Fen Awarded water course which crosses this 
development area will require protection.  Development should utilise the 
amenity value of the substantial number of protected trees in the area.  Noise 
mitigation measures should be provided along the A142 as appropriate.  
 
The BCP indicates the following key proposals for the site: 
 

 Potentially up to 350 dwellings; 

 Formal and informal open spaces areas; 

 Retention of important landscape features including trees and 
hedgerows; 

 Provision of new vehicular accesses into the site from Wenny Road and 
possible future enhancements to the highway network onto the A142; 

 Provision of new and enhanced pedestrian and cycle ways within the 
development linking to existing facilities elsewhere within the town and 



surroundings. 
 
The BCP document is attached at Appendix 1. 
 

6. EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THE BCP FOR EAST CHATTERIS 

6.1 The BCP has been developed by taking all known constraints into account and 
by working with partners through an iterative process including public 
consultation, to come up with the final design. 
 
The supporting site survey information has been prepared by the following 
consultancies: 
 

 Arboriculture:  Haydens Arboriculture Consultants 

 Archaeology: Oxford Archaeology 

 BCP : Savills Urban Design Studio 

 Ecology : Cambridge Ecology 

 Heritage: Bidwells and WYG 

 Highways : WSP 

 Landscape:  The Landscape Partnership 

 Noise: PBA 

 Planning: Pegasus Group 

 Surface Water Management: Cannon Consulting 

 Utilities: Cannon Consulting 
 
Landscape/Open Spaces 
 
The site consists of the historic former park and garden of the Manor House 
and is generally flat with the major land use of the site being grassland with 
some arable cultivation.  A number of ditches and drains run across the site and 
hedgerows and drains divide the wider site into small sized irregular shaped 
fields. 
 
In accordance with Policies LP16 and LP19 of the Local Plan, the BCP will 
allow for the provision of a high quality environment which provides adequate 
open space and green infrastructure.  Areas of formal public open space will be 
in line with the BCP and secured by means of a S106 agreement in accordance 
with the Developer Contributions SPD.  An indication of green infrastructure is 
included with the draft BCP and includes: 
 

 New designated formal and informal open spaces; 

 Protected archaeological open space; 

 Village green open space.   
 
The provision and retention of significant open space together with the retention 
of the majority of the trees within and on the periphery of the site renders the 
BCP compliant with the Local Plan policies and the Council’s adopted Open 
Space Standards in Appendix B of the Fenland Local Plan and Policy LP10 
requirements.   
 
The BCP provides for a high quality open space environment.  A link has been 
provided between the existing Recreation Ground and the Archaeological 
Protection Area thereby providing a good sized informal park for the town. 
Existing natural features on the site have been utilised and enhanced to be 



used for sustainable movement (walking and cycling) and wildlife corridors. The 
existing informal open space with children’s football pitch east of The Elms has 
been retained.  
 
To the east of the site and west of the A142 an area of open space for formal 
sports has been provided. This will also have a dual role of acting as a buffer 
between the A142 and some of the housing areas. The area identified for 
formal sports is in accordance with the Open Space standards of the Local Plan 
and will be important to retain for open space use in the future. A need for 
improved sports facilities for football and cricket in Chatteris has been identified 
in FDC’s Playing Pitch Strategy 2016-2031 (May 2016) and the details of how 
this sports area will be used in the future will be considered at the planning 
application stage. 
 
Archaeology 
 
An archaeological investigation was carried out in November 2015 and 
discussions have taken place with the County Archaeology Team when issues 
relating to significant features within the site were discussed.  Earthwork 
surveys identified the remains of medieval ridge and furrow cultivation located 
on the western edge of the site.   
 
A significant agreed protection area was identified and fed into the BCP layout 
and general agreement has been received from the County Archaeology Team 
although further mechanisms will be necessary to ensure protection of this 
important area.  This can be achieved through an Archaeological Management 
Plan in the Heads of Terms of any S106 agreement that is drawn up to ensure 
that the conservation of the earthworks takes place in perpetuity.  The proposal 
therefore complies with Policy LP18 of the Fenland Local Plan. 
 
Heritage 
 
The development site lies to the east of historic buildings and structures 
associated with the Manor House.  These comprise, the Manor House, the 
barn, stable and cow-house group to its east, the boundary wall and the Ice 
House which is located within the modern Parkside development.  All these 
structures are Grade II listed. 
 
In order to respond to the setting of the Manor House and other identified 
heritage assets, the BCP adopts the following design and layout parameters: 
 

 Sufficient spacing between the Manor House and the new development 
to retain a sense of the historic open land to the east.   

 Development will be of a sufficient distance away to ensure that no new 
built form appears as a backdrop to the Manor House. 

 Materials will respect and compliment the historic building fabric. 

 Design, layout, form and massing should respond to the historic 
buildings. 

 
Due to the significance and location of the important archaeological buffer zone, 
and the policy requirement to achieve a link between the existing recreation 
ground and open space within the site, the development will achieve a 
satisfactory separation distance from the historic buildings and therefore the 
Council’s Conservation Officer does not have any concerns relating to potential 
impact on the setting of the Manor House.  Therefore the principles of the draft 



BCP accords with Policy LP18 – Historic Environment of the Local Plan. 
 
Arboriculture 
 
Haydens undertook a Tree Survey in January 2015 and included a total of 52 
individual trees, 19 areas of trees, 3 groups of trees, 3 hedges and one 
woodland area and they were found to be of mixed condition and age providing 
a variety of amenity benefits. 
 
The survey concluded that subject to stakeholder agreement, low quality trees 
and hedges across the site could be removed to enable development.  This 
includes category B trees where necessary along Wenny Road to enable 
vehicular access.  However, indiscriminate removal should be discouraged.  
The retention of trees and green corridors should be maintained as much as 
possible. 
 
The Council’s Tree Officer reviewed the report and considers that the belt of 
trees along the Wenny Road frontage is clearly very important for wildlife 
providing excellent foraging opportunities and has high landscape and amenity 
value with the trees visible from the A142.  However there is an opportunity to 
provide access off Wenny Road without the loss of too many trees and the 
access points have been agreed in principle. 
 
Officers consider that it should be possible to sensitively remove some of the 
trees for the accesses without adversely impacting on the high landscape and 
amenity value of the tree belt.  The vast majority of other trees and hedgerows 
will be retained to provide the framework for the development parcels within the 
site.   
 
Ecology 
 
Ecology surveys were carried out in 2014 and 2015 and included a Phase 1 
habitat survey which identified potential for badgers, barn owls, bats, breeding 
birds, botany, great crested newts, invertebrates, reptiles and water voles on 
the site.  It was concluded that the most valuable areas to wildlife were field 
margins/boundaries i.e. hedgerows, Birch Fen Drove, woodland belts, 
watercourses and wetlands. 
 
When consulted on these surveys, the Wildlife Officer (PCC) concluded that the 
most valuable habitats within the site broadly include the parkland/grassland 
and mature trees along with the hedgerow/wet ditches and tree belt boundary 
features. 
 
New surveys will be required prior to any planning submission. However, the 
surveys have identified the current situation on site and it is considered that an 
Ecological Management Plan will be required in combination with a landscape 
plan, setting out species and habitat mitigation and enhancement measures 
plus long-term habitat management issues to support an application.  These 
ecology requirements can be incorporated into the site design proposals. 
 
Surface Water Proposal 
 
The site is located in Flood Zone 1 and is not therefore considered to be at 
significant risk of flooding.  Part of the site on the northern boundary contains 
the Birch Fen Awarded Drain which falls within the jurisdiction of Fenland 



District Council who is responsible for maintaining the channel in order to keep 
it free flowing.  The channel receives rural flows from the surrounding 
undeveloped land as well as urban flows from the Anglian Water surface water 
sewer network.  This Drain connects to the Nightlayer’s Internal Drainage Board 
network of drains approximately 1 km to the north-east of the site. 
 
The drainage proposal will be based on the SUDs principle in line with Policy 
LP14 of the Local Plan.  Surface water will be held on site in temporary storage 
areas and released in a controlled manner and discharged to the Birch Fen 
Awarded Watercourse which remains unaltered by this development proposal. 
 
Highways 
 
Access into the site is anticipated to be via Wenny Road and not directly off the 
A142.  Two points of access have been identified which will avoid the area of 
archaeological importance and have the least impact on the established tree 
belt along this part of Wenny Road.   
 
WSP Group Ltd has provided an indicative access plan detailing 2 points of 
access together with widening of the existing footway adjacent Wenny Road to 
2 metres together with the provision of a cycleway link within the site between 
the A142 junction and Cromwell Community College. 
 
To date the full highway requirements are not known but will be addressed at 
the formal planning application stage.  However, a design option for a 
roundabout on the junction of Wenny Road/A142 has been explored and is 
included within the BCP proposal.  It should be noted however that this has only 
been considered as an alternative option to the existing junction on the A142 
should the existing highway infrastructure be unable to serve the development 
in both capacity and safety terms. 
 
Two public rights of way currently cross the site providing access to the open 
countryside to the east of the A142. These will be retained and new provision 
made throughout the development to provide sustainable links to key 
destinations both within and outside the site including the Recreation Ground, 
Town Centre and Cromwell Community College.  A footpath around the 
periphery of the whole site is to be provided which will be an important asset for 
current and future residents.  
 
The two main accesses are proposed onto Wenny Road. Vehicular access from 
The Elms cul-de-sac will be limited to emergency vehicles only thereby not 
increasing any further pressure on the existing residential road network and 
residents. Footpath and cycling links however will be provided to The Elms and 
Green Park. 
 
The final highway strategy is dependent upon further studies which will be 
undertaken at future design stages and informed by other factors, such as, 
 

 The quantum of development which may be achievable on the site (to be 
determined at the design stage); 

 The future forecast year capacity assessment; 

 The implementation of the Hallam Land development in South Chatteris. 
 
When consulted on the submitted highway information, the Transport 
Assessment Team in conjunction with Fenland District Council Transport 



Officer have objected to the proposal for the following reason: 
 
Holding Objection:  The Broad Concept Plan (BCP) is not supported by 
sufficient evidence regarding transport impacts, and does not provide 
evidence to demonstrate that the mitigation package will be effective. 
 
This objection is due to deficiencies in the transport evidence presented to date.  
The County Council required a minimum level of assessment relating to existing 
trip numbers; proposed trip numbers arising from the development; where the 
trips arising from the development will be distributed; proposals to reduce the 
effects of issues arising from the distribution of development traffic and a BCP 
masterplan diagram clearly setting out the proposed transport network 
considering transport by all modes. 
 
In light of the initial objection, the agent for the BCP produced a Preliminary 
Transport Assessment to include the required information but omitted to include 
junction capacity assessments which are considered to be abortive until the 
draft BCP has been approved and a planning application submitted in line with 
the agreed principles of the BCP.  Therefore whilst the Transport Team 
acknowledged and welcomed the provision of the additional information, which 
provided useful transport context, that Transport Assessment did not 
adequately detail/demonstrate that the proposed mitigation package would be 
effective and therefore maintained their objection to the BCP. 
 
The agent has confirmed that once the BCP has been agreed in principle, a 
planning application will be submitted and a Transport Assessment will then be 
produced and submitted for evaluation.  They consider that the additional cost 
and time that the additional highway works require are not commensurate with 
the submission of this concept plan and that the works will be undertaken at a 
later stage. 
 
The Local Planning Authority agrees that an agreement in principle to the BCP 
should not be entirely dependent on this detailed information considering that 
the details will need submitting at a later date. 
 
It is possible that off-site highway infrastructure works may be required but this 
will be determined through the Transport Assessment at the application stage. 
 
Number of Units and Development Parcels  
 
The East Chatteris BCP proposes 350 dwelling on the site. Local Plan Policy 
LP10 identifies that around 300 dwellings should be provided on the site to form 
a high quality, relatively low density residential area. 
 
Officers consider that the 350 dwellings may be possible to be provided on the 
site subject to detailed design at the planning application stage. However, this 
is subject to ensuring that a high quality, relatively low density residential 
development is achieved and that all other policy criteria as set out both in 
LP10 and other policies in the Local Plan are successfully addressed at that 
stage.  
 
The BCP indicates that the dwellings will be located in a series of ‘blocks’ of 
development parcels throughout the site (see section 4.6 (Character Area) of 
Appendix 1). These ‘blocked’ areas have been formulated taking into account 
the existing field pattern of the site and constraints such as archaeology, 



heritage, trees and hedgerows and water features including ponds. These 
constraints also provide a basis for determining open space areas, sustainable 
movement by walking and cycling both through and around the site as well as 
providing for sustainable drainage (Suds) mechanisms and a high quality 
amenity environment. 
 
Design Principles 
 
The BCP has set out a number of design principles to assist in the formation of 
detailed application(s) and provide a high quality development on the site. 
These are as follows: 
 

 Development will be high quality with significant amounts of open space; 

 The listed structures and heritage assets will be safeguarded; 

 Important views will be utilised and safeguarded; 

 Proposed dwellings will front open space and vegetation features; 

 The development connects into and extends existing pedestrian/bicycle 
routes; 

 A round site footway will be provided; 

 Comprehensive foot/cycle links within the site connecting to wider 
destinations will be provided; 

 Trees, hedgerows and wildlife corridors will form a key structure of the 
development; 

 Any loss of trees will be minimised and only where essential e.g. new 
vehicular accesses; 

 The utilisation of the existing field system will form the basis of 
development plot structures; 

 The SUDs system will relate to the existing topography, site features and 
wildlife corridors; 

 The scale, height of buildings and materials will respect the local context.  
 
 

7.0 COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 
 
In line with the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement and to comply 
with Policy LP7 public consultation has been undertaken – see Appendix 3.   
 
A 2 day public exhibition and consultation event was held at Emmanuel Church 
Hall, East Park Street, Chatteris on 20-21 July 2016 and members of the public 
were invited to attend the exhibition from 10.00am to 8.00pm.  The event was 
advertised in the local press and leaflets were distributed.  Approximately 250 
people attended the event over the 2 days and were given feedback forms.  In 
total, 43 people completed the forms representing a response rate of 18.1% 
from the event.   
 
The outcome of the community consultation can be summarised as follows: 
 
Likes 
 

 Landscaping and retention of existing trees; 

 The low density of housing; 

 Creation of cycleways and footpaths connecting the site to the town and 
the footpath around the perimeter of the site; 

 Archaeology conservation and park area; 



 Land areas left to wildlife; 

 No vehicular access from The Elms; 

 Drainage is being addressed 

 Quality of housing proposed. 
 
Dislikes 
 

 Pressure on existing infrastructure such as GP surgery, school places 
and leisure facilities; 

 The need to improve public transport; 

 Provision for more shops and car parking spaces; 

 Dangerous access onto Wenny Road; 

 Congestion and noise pollution; 

 Effect on wildlife on the site 

 Concerned if drainage is adequate; 

 Loss of sunlight, overlooking and views across the site; 

 Loss of football pitch to the north of the site; 

 Lack of parking on the site for dog walkers; 
 
Many of the above comments have been responded to by the developer during 
the production of the BCP and taken into consideration.  Further public 
consultation will be undertaken when a planning application is submitted. 
 
The consultation document is attached as Appendix 3 of this report. 
 
Delivering infrastructure 
 
Policy LP13 of the Fenland Local Plan – Supporting and Managing the Impact 
of a Growing District – states that new development should be supported by, 
and have good access to, infrastructure.  Planning permission will only be 
granted if it can be demonstrated that there is, or will be, sufficient infrastructure 
capacity to support and meet all the requirements arising from the proposed 
development.  Conditions or a planning obligation are likely to be required for 
many proposals to ensure that new development meets this principle.   
 
Development proposal must consider all of the infrastructure implications of a 
scheme, not just those on the site or its immediate vicinity and consideration 
must be given to the likely timing of infrastructure provision.   
 
Developers will either make direct provision or will contribute towards the 
provision of local and strategic infrastructure.  These infrastructure provisions 
will be negotiated during the submission of future planning applications and will 
include for affordable housing, education and open space provision together 
with highway works.  Other possible contributions, including for health facilities,  
will be identified as part of the evaluating planning applications.  

  



8.0 Planning Applications 
 
A BCP is intended to deliver a co-ordinated and planned approach for the urban 
extension areas in the Fenland Local Plan.  In the absence of an approved BCP 
any planning applications submitted within the Strategic and Broad Location for 
Growth area are considered to be contrary to Policy LP7 and as such are 
unlikely to gain planning permission.  The approval of this BCP will therefore 
provide a workable template to allow for planning applications to be considered 
on the basis that Policy LP7 has been satisfied and providing they do not 
compromise other policies in the Plan.  If approved the BCP for East Chatteris 
will aid the commencement of development within this area thereby promoting 
the Council’s aspirations for growth. 
 

9.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
The proposed BCP represents a sound strategy for the development of East 
Chatteris as set out in Policy LP10 of the Fenland Local Plan 2014.  It is 
anticipated that the approval of this document will provide the basis for the 
submission of future planning application(s) to which they will be expected to 
adhere. 
 
It is considered that the proposed BCP complies with the requirements of 
Policies LP7 and LP10 of the Fenland Local Plan 2014 and it is therefore 
recommended that the BCP for East Chatteris is approved. 
 

10.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 
Approve the Broad Concept Plan for East Chatteris 
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